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The volatility in crude prices,  
extreme changes in the supply and  
quality of crude, and the regulatory  
environment make it difficult to
get a clear and balanced view of  
the crude market. Information is  
scattered from various sources  
and compiling all of the data into  
a single view is a challenge for  
many clients.
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Get a comprehensive and global view of future  
crude trade with our Crude Trade Service, and  
accurately assess how market events affect  
crude supply, demand, trade and crude price  
differentials.

The service delivers a global coverage for crude  
supply, demand, imports and exports and  
provides crude price differentials for more than  
90 crude grades. Global supply and demand  
forecasts and crude price differentials will help  
you develop informed strategies and make  
smarter investment decisions.
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Crude producers
• Where are the key  

demand growth markets  
for our crude?

• Which crudes are we  
competing against  
and in which market?
How is the competition  
changing with time?

• Opportunities for new  
crude streams coming  
onstream

• Changes in crude  
differentials impacting  
value of our crude

Shippers
• What is the ton-mile  

freight demand outlook  
for the various trade  
routes?

• How will emerging ton-
mile demand influence  
new vessel purchase  
decisions?

• How do we re-
optimise existing fleet  
operations?

Traders
• What is the ton-mile?  

How will crude supply-
demand changes and  
market events affect  
crude prices and  
arbitrage?

• How do we take  
advantage of crude  
price changes?

• Understanding  
arbitrage across region,  
time and quality

• Are there structural  
opportunities to  
capture?

Refiners
• Optimise spot vs term  

crude purchase?

• Is our long-term crude  
supply secure?

• Changes in crude  
differentials impacting  
crude selection

• How do we capitalise on  
events such as IMO or  
Iran sanctions?

• Are there opportunities  
to increase refining-
petrochemical  
integration?

Understanding of the future crude trade will help you plan ahead, make informed business  
decisions and stay ahead of competition

Why should you consider Crude Trade Service?
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Oil Supply Tool

Global oil supply  
forecast by grade

Macro Oils

Benchmark crude  
price forecast

Crude Trade Service

Crude trade flows  
and crude price  
differentials by  

quality

Product Market
Service/Refinery
Evaluation Model

Refinery investments  
and crude runs,  

historical crude slate
Crude

price

Crude demandCrude supply
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Crude Trade  
Service offers  
a holistic view  
of global  
crude trade



Break out for 26 major supply or demand centres  
and 4 quality bands
Supply or demand country/region for trade flows

Quality definition API
Extra Light (XL) oAPI ≥ 51-
Light (L) oAPI ≥ 38- and <51-
Medium (M) oAPI ≥ 28- and <38-
Heavy (H) oAPI <28

Canada

Caspian

China

India

Russia

Iraq

Saudi  
Arabia

Japan

Rest of Asia  
Pacific

Korea

Rest of  
ME

Qatar

Non Euro  
Med

Rest of West  
Africa

Nigeria East and  
Central  
Africa

Angola

Iran

Brazil

U.S.

Mexico

NE Europe

CE Europe

Euro Med

Venezuela

Rest of Latin  
America
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Wood Mackenzie’s Crude Trade Service
Are you Involved in strategy development or market positioning in the upstream, midstream or 
downstream? This service will help identify opportunities, support investment decisions and mitigate risk 

Use it to:
Understand impact from 
geopolitical and 
regulatory changes for 
investment decisions and 
strategy formation

Identify arbitrage  
opportunities across 
regions, time and 
quality

Identify market 
opportunities for crude 
placement and 
understand how the level 
of competition is 
changing over time

Assess how market
events affect crude 
supply-demand, trade, 
crude prices and 
differentials

Evaluate demand for 
crude movement on 
various routes to forecast 
freight and fleet 
operations

Inform your medium-
to-long term crude 
sourcing strategy to 
support refinery 
investments

Crude supply, demand, imports, exports, 
trade matrices updated every 
months

Global data with 
breakdown for over 

Crude price forecast for over

90 Benchmark and 
key crude grades

API 
bands 4Forecast for

26
6

PowerPoint
slides to explain 
the data

Countries/regions. 
Forecast to 2027 
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Excel data and PowerPoint updated  
six-monthly

Global crude supply (2016 to 2027 – annual)
• By country/region
• By quality (Condensates/Light/Medium/Heavy)

Crude oil demand for refining  
(2016 to 2027 – annual)
• Crude capacity
• Crude intake by region/country
• Crude intake by quality
• Crude imports/exports/domestic

Trade flows matrices (2016 to 2027 – annual)
• Condensates/Light/Medium/Heavy

Crude price forecasts for 90+ benchmark and key  
crude grades

PowerPoint slides to explain the key messages

Data tables

PowerPoint  
slides

Trade flows  
matrices

Crude Trade Service deliverables
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Wood Mackenzie Client Helpdesk

Europe  
Americas  
Asia Pacific  
Email  
Website

+44 131 243 4400
+1 713 470 1600
+65 6518 0800
contactus@woodmac.com 
www.woodmac.com

Contacts
woodmac.com
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Strictly Private & Confidential
These materials, including any updates to them, are published  
by and remain subject to the copyright of the Wood Mackenzie  
group (“Wood Mackenzie”), and are made available to clients of  
Wood Mackenzie under terms agreed between Wood Mackenzie  
and those clients. The use of these materials is governed by the  
terms and conditions of the agreement under which they were
provided. The content and conclusions contained are confidential  
and may not be disclosed to any other person without Wood  
Mackenzie’s prior written permission. Wood Mackenzie makes no  
warranty or representation about the accuracy or completeness of  
the information and data contained in these materials, which are  
provided ‘as is’. The opinions expressed in these materials are those  
of Wood Mackenzie, and nothing contained in them constitutes  
an offer to buy or to sell securities, or investment advice. Wood  
Mackenzie’s products do not provide a comprehensive analysis of 
the financial position or prospects of any company or entity and  
nothing in any such product should be taken as comment regarding  
the value of the securities of any entity. If, notwithstanding the  
foregoing, you or any other person relies upon these materials in  
any way, Wood Mackenzie does not accept, and hereby disclaims  
to the extent permitted by law, all liability for any loss and damage  
suffered arising in connection with such reliance.

Copyright © 2021, Wood Mackenzie Limited. All rights reserved.
Wood Mackenzie is a Verisk business.

Disclaimer
woodmac.com



Europe  
Americas  
Asia Pacific  
Email  
Website

+44 131 243 4400
+1 713 470 1600
+65 6518 0800
contactus@woodmac.com 
woodmac.com

Wood Mackenzie™, a Verisk business, is a trusted intelligence provider, empowering decision-makers with unique  
insight on the world’s natural resources. We are a leading research and consultancy business for the global energy,  
power and renewables, subsurface, chemicals, and metals and mining industries. For more information visit:  
woodmac.com

WOOD MACKENZIE is a trademark of Wood Mackenzie Limited and is the subject of trademark registrations and/or  
applications in the European Community, the USA and other countries around the world.
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